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Digital Signal Processing Techniques and Applications in Radar Image Processing (Information and Communication Technology Series,)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
A self-contained approach to DSP techniques and applications in radar imaging
The processing of radar images, in general, consists of three major fields: Digital Signal Processing (DSP); antenna and radar operation; and algorithms used to process the radar images. This book brings together material from these different areas to allow readers to...
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A Walk through the Southern Sky: A Guide to Stars and Constellations and their LegendsCambridge University Press, 2007
What star is that? Where is the Southern Cross? Who was Orion? Answering these questions and many more, this book will become an essential traveling companion for amateur astronomers heading abroad. Its unique simplified maps make it easy to find the constellations in the southern hemisphere skies, and the stars within them. Clear instructions...
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BlackBerry in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2005
Wish your BlackBerry 7100 had come with a little more meat in the owner's manual? BlackBerry 7100 In a Snap is your wish come true. This task-oriented guide goes well beyond the BlackBerry 7100 owner's manual and guides you through its devices using practical usage scenarios. Jump in anywhere, and...
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Fundamentals of Graphics Communication with AutoDESK 2008 Inventor DVDMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	Engineering and technical graphics have gone through
	significant changes in the last decade, due to the use of
	computers and CAD software. It seems as if some new
	hardware or software development that impacts technical
	graphics is occurring every year. Although these changes
	are important to the subject of technical graphics, there...
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Digital People: From Bionic Humans to AndroidsJoseph Henry Press, 2004
Robots, androids, and bionic people pervade popular culture, from classics like Frankenstein and R.U.R. to modern tales such as The Six Million Dollar Man, The Terminator, and A.I. Our fascination is obvious – and the technology is quickly moving from books and films to real life.
In a lab at MIT, scientists and technicians have created...
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Make: Technology on Your Time Volume 08O'Reilly, 2006

	
		If you like to tweak, disassemble, recreate, and invent cool new uses for technology, you'll love MAKE, our project-based quarterly for the inquisitive do-it-yourselfer.

	
		Get ready to play when MAKE Volume 08, our "Toys and Games" issue, hits the stands. You'll learn how to build a wind-up bird that...
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Image Processing: Principles and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Image processing—from basics to advanced applications
Learn how to master image processing and compression with this outstanding state-of-the-art reference. From fundamentals to sophisticated applications, Image Processing: Principles and Applications covers multiple topics and provides a fresh perspective on future directions and...
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Masterminds of Programming: Conversations with the Creators of Major Programming LanguagesO'Reilly, 2009
Masterminds of Programming features exclusive interviews with the creators of several historic and highly influential programming languages. In this unique collection, you'll learn about the processes that led to specific design decisions, including the goals they had in mind, the trade-offs they had to make, and how their experiences have left an...
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Web Design Before & After MakeoversJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Spice up your site and increase traffic!
    

    Ho-hum Web sites don't stop a lot of visitors. With the step-by-step solutions in this book, however, you can make yours create a traffic jam. Add dynamic content to your home page. Make page elements—tables, borders, scrollbars—fit your overall theme....
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Leonardo da Vinci in His Own Words: Science, Mechanics, Art, LifeArcturus foulsham, 2005
Leonardo da Vinci is generally recognized as one of the great geniuses of all time even in his own time he was known as the 'Divine Leonardo'. Vasari, his biographer, a painter in his own right and an astute observer of his contemporaries, made this observation: 'The gifts that Leonardo possessed seemed unlimited, extending to all areas of human...
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Visualizing Magnetic Fields: Numerical Equation Solvers in Action (With CD-ROM)Academic Press, 2001
The physicist Michael Faraday said that the study of magnetic lines of force was greatly influential in leading him to formulate many of those concepts that are now so fundamental to our modern world, proving to him their "great utility as well as fertility." Michael Faraday could only visualise these lines in his mind's eye and, even...
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Practical Guide to Fedora and Red Hat Enterprise Linux, A (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010


Praise for Previous Editions of A Practical Guide to Fedora™ and Red Hat® Enterprise Linux®

  

 

“Since I’m in an educational environment, I found the content of Sobell’s book...
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